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from breathing in the future.

Living Without Carbon

Prior to the onslaught of the coronavirus, it was
already evident that we needed some systematic
behavioural changes around our relationship with
carbon and the emissions that are associated with
it. I had attempted to live without carbon and the
footprint associated with everything we use, but I
noticed flaws in my method of achieving this.
The flaws I saw were within my
methodologies around offsetting. I had attempted
to offset any object and my individual carbon
output by planting seeds and spending time in
high biodiverse areas. However, I didn’t have a
tool to calculate if I was achieving net-zero days by
using these offset methods, therefore, I had no way
of proving whether these methods were successful.
Furthermore, I made an educated guess based
on calculations by Mike Berners-Lee in his book
“How Bad Are Bananas?” that I had not achieved
this offsetting by merely some houseplants and
being outside for an hour.
Therefore, this project is my attempt
to address these carbon offsetting barriers,
particularly around our individual outputs.

Living without carbon
How to live without releasing carbon into the
atmosphere and eliminating supply chains
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Introduction
3

Wellness level

100%
A wa kening in
P ro g ress

100%

Current
1 Year
Carbon usage
Under 10 Grams

Time dominates our lives. It has created an

Carbon usage
0 grams

Rather than basing our days on numbers, we follow

entire market of products to reinforce schedules;

daily schedules run on our health and wellness.

ensuring our dependency.

The ‘Rest’ device monitors our health and human
carbon output through a wearable device.

Waking
This wearable device collects our carbon output

(Berners-Lee,2020, pp.11-12)
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while we sleep and powers our technology.
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100%

Current
1 year
Carbon usage
3 Grams per use (Door)
6 kg per clothing item

We have an obsession with consumption, and this
obsession is evident in our homes. They are housed

Carbon usage
3 grams per use
3 Kg per clothing item
(offset by wearable)

The device to the right of the door is a gauge that
tells us how much carbon we are producing by
turning on the light, using the door or changing

in carbon producing machines.

the temperature.
Home Environment
Homes of the future will rely on eco-friendly

(Berners-Lee,2020, pp.14,93)
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products and the objects inside them will promote
reusing and recycling techniques.
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100%

Current
3 years
Carbon usage
Over 3 Kilos

The current facilities in our home ingrain hygiene

Carbon usage
o kilos

The facilities in are homes are incubators for

standards into our daily habits and the outputs of

products and appliances the create waste. By

these habits produce waste.

developing gauges that are linked to our wearable
we can understand how much carbon we are using.
This bathroom system makes everything we use

Facilities

within it cyclical.

(Berners-Lee,2020, pp.52,55,63-64)
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8 0%

Current
3 years
Carbon usage
1-10 kilos

Our relationship with food and cooking has

Carbon usage
1-3 kilos
(Energy using offset Allowance)

Using our wearable device, the kitchen appliances

become an activity that is expedited by energy

can be used by expensing some of our offset levels

forms and technology

for the day in order to power them.

Cooking

Food is grown in the kitchen to help offset some
of the energy used through the appliances. Other

(Berners-Lee,2020, pp.24, 39, 46, 69, 77, 80)
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food is purchased from the market or collected
from the home garden.
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1 00%

Current
2 years
Carbon usage
Roughly 20 kilos

In our morning routine we use lots of energy

Carbon usage
10 kilos
(Energy using offset Allowance)

In the future, the use of these appliances and

through the hair and facial appliances and products

products will be regulated by our wearable

required to maintain our hygiene and appearance.

devices. The wearable device sets energy limits
on these products depending on the daily offset
levels we create for ourselves. All products will

Preparation

be organically made from either the community

(Berners-Lee,2020, pp.22, 55, 93, 105, 112)
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garden or purchased from the market.
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Current
future
5 years
Carbon usage
80 tonnes

With strict time schedules we lose opportunities

Carbon usage
0 t0nnes
(all energy is offset )

We need a future where we embrace moments

to connect with one another and with our

of pause as part of our natural daily rhythm and

environment.

connect with nature in our own space.

Community

By developing an allotment scheme in our
tenements we can form relationships with our

(Berners-Lee,2020, pp.149)
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neighbours and offset our buildings’ carbon
output through planting.
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Current
Future
10 years
Carbon usage
100 tonnes

Our urban and suburban landscapes are plagued

Carbon usage
Under 50 tonnes

The new system embraces ‘wild streets’

by hard surfaces and transportation methods that

encouraging softer forms of transportation that

produce several tonnes of carbon each day.

are either net zero or help offset our carbon
output.

Commuting
These open and wild spaces promote wellbeing

Photo by Juli Vo on Unsplash
(Berners-Lee,2020)
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and community.
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Current
Future
5 years
Carbon usage
72,000 tonnes per
year

Commercial spaces are often high energy users
due to lighting and heating systems running

Carbon usage
20,000 t0nnes per
year (estimated)

When we arrive at a commercial space we switch
our residential wearable with a commercial one in
order to operate offsetting and energy features in

continuously.

the space.
Studio / Work
Windows or walls will be mesh-like in order to

(Berners-Lee,2020, pp.156)
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naturally heat and cool the temperature in the
space.
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Current
future
5 years
Carbon usage
170 million tonnes
per year

The current supermarket system is run by large
supply chains that distance the consumer from the

products from within the city. The structure of

natural source and promote high uses of packaging.

the space will function like an outdoor market.

Food / eating

Food and products will be purchased using our
wearable by the offset levels we have on them.

Photo by Gary Butterfield on Unsplash
Photo by Fikri Rasyid on Unsplash
(Berners-Lee,2020, pp.177)

Carbon usage
Unknown

The new supermarket system will support local
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This makes food purchases inclusive for all
demographics.
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Current
future
10 years
Carbon usage
1oo tonnes

Currently, cars are favoured by individuals over
public transportation.

Carbon usage
under 100 tonnes

In the new system, cycling and net zero public
transportation will be used world-wide.
Cycling increases your offset meter on your
wearable by the distance you cycle. Public

Commuting

transportation can be purchased using the

Photo by Dive. In Life on Unsplash
(Berners-Lee,2020)
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wearable device.
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100%

Current
future
1 year
Carbon usage
under 10 grams
per use

Our homes are energy consuming machines, from
the moment they are built and through their every
day use, they create tonnes of carbon every year.

Carbon usage
o grams

In order to access our homes’ infrastructure,
such as doors, we use our wearable and a small
percentage of our offset allowance is consumed by
the energy consumption of the building.

Home Environment
(Berners-Lee,2020)
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Some spinach may have been harmed in the

Above displays my process of creating these

For the watch I decided the framework would

Fun Fact: Multi-purpose glue does not adhere well to

making of this prototype, but no Garmin watches

offsetting wearable props for my living without

be a mesh of organic materials overlaid on top of

organic spinach

were harmed.

carbon scenario. I took inspiration mainly from

small microchip technology that is able to connect

jewellery and costume design to create small

to the facial wearable and other devices.

organic attachments to our nose and mouth area.

PROP PROTOTYPNG PROCESS
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Energy

Prototypes

01

02

03

04

Facial Wearable

Wrist Wearable

As we breathe out air containing carbon dioxide the nose

Instead of displaying the time, this carbon absorbing watch

and mouth pieces ‘breathe in’ the carbon transferring it to

displays our carbon offset gauge and tell us our wellness

oxygen. The nose piece flexes with our breath for comfort and

level throughout the day. Additionally we pay for food and

absorption. Small microchips are inserted into the organic

beverages with this watch as products are priced based on offset

compound in order to sync to other devices.

amounts. This enables everyone the opportunity to have highly
nutritious diets.
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In order to reduce our carbon outputs we need to
adapt methods of offsetting our usage. Through
the wearable devices, my goal is to a create a
dialogue around our individual carbon outputs
and how to capture these to be usable in our energy
infrastructure so that we can live net-zero lives.
The wearable devices ultimately create a system
of inclusively, community and awareness. These
devices allow us to view how much carbon we
use and produce daily to help us lead more
environmentally conscious lives together.

Conclusion

Radical Help, Page 205
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